Abstract-A blind adaptive scheme is proposed for joint EM-type algorithm, which iteratively performs channel maximum likelihood (ML) channel estimation and data estimation and symbol detection.
The joint ML optimization of the channel and data This paper develops a blind adaptive joint maximum estimation is decomposed into an iterative optimization likelihood (ML) channel estimation and data detection loop. An efficient global optimization algorithm termed as scheme for the SIMO system considered. The proposed the repeated weighted boosting aided search is employed first to identify the unknown SIMO channel model, and X algorith deop esthe intooptimizationoofmthe then the Viterbi algorithm is used for the maximum likelichannel and data estimation into an iterative optimizahood sequence estimation of the unknown data sequence.
tion loop by combining a global optimization method, A simulation example is used for demonstrating the referred to as the repeated weighted boosting search efficiency of this joint ML optimization scheme designed technique (RWBS) [11] invoked for the optimal estifor blind adaptive SIMO Table I were used. The length of data samples was N = 50. In (c*, s*) = arg [Mn JML(C, S) (7) practice, the value of the likelihood metric JMSE(d) is 6, § all that the upper level optimizer has access to, and the The joint minimization process (7) can also be solved convergence of the algorithm can only be quantified using an iterative loop first over the data sequences s in terms of the MSE (9). The performance of the and then over all the possible channels c: algorithm may also be assessed in terms of the mean 
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Figs. l and 2 show the evolution of the MSE and Xo;, MTE averaged over 50 simulation runs and for different°1-3EEEEEEEEEEEEE EEEEEEEEE values of signal to noise ratio (SNR), respectively, a) 000 00000000;;000000 obtained by the proposed blind joint ML optimization m -4-: J'''' ''-scheme using the RWBS. It can be seen from Fig. 1 , 10 that the MSE converged to the noise floor. The phase fJ . 00 ambiguity of 900, 1800 or 2700 associated with the ________________________ blind ML estimate of s cannot be resolved by the blind 0 2 4 6 8 adaptive scheme itself. In practice, this ambiguity is SNR (dB) resoled eiher y adotingdiffeentia encding r by Fig. 3 . Comparison of bit error rate performance using the maximum employing a few pilot training symbols. We assist the likelihood sequence detection for the SIMO channel listed in Table I. blind adaptive scheme by using differential encoding.
The length of data samples for the blind scheme is N =50. (ug, (uworsth can be set to a relatively small integer and the accuracy required for terminating the weighted boosting search, B,can be set to a relatively large value. This reduces the search efficient, achieving convergence after a small number of the cost function evaluations. It should be noted, although the formal proof is still required, that inconjunction with a sufficiently high number of generations, the algorithm will reach the globally optimal solution.
